Mountaineer ford lincoln mitsubishi

Been going there for several years and have, thus far, been satisfied with their work. Have
always been treated with respect and friendliness.. As long as they do what I ask, I will continue
to have my car serviced there. Mountaineer Automotive was great in dealing with the sale of my
new F I thought they was fair with the trade in and the rebates really help. Great bunch of people
would recommend them. Very good people works there. Our owner's manual went missing after
our regular service and was told it wasn't there. They ordered one to replace it and went the
extra mile to make our experience a good one. I appreciate their gesture to make things right.
Had 8 AM appointment for oil change and tire rotation. All went well and truck was done around
AM. Everyone there are super nice and coffee is great. Everyone friendly and eager to work for
you. Then look inside the cab which two weeks prior had detailed was nice and shiny where
they cleaned up all the grease and oil was all faded. I had a very well treatment at the service
department. Virginia Massie was more than friendly and helpful. No problems. Thank you. I will
be back Lord willing. We were taken in quickly and the car was serviced in about one hour. They
washed our car so that it looked fantastic. The waiting area was quite comfortable and the
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offering a state of the art Car Wash. We take a lot of pride in working with our community and
conduct business with honor and integrity. Mountaineer Automotive also has a service
department if you need ongoing support with your new Ford or Mitsubishi, Mountaineer
Automotive has Ford-trained mechanics and uses the highest quality parts. If you are in
Beckley, Mountaineer Automotive should be your dealership! We purrchased a used Ford
Explorer, after 5 hours in the finiance office, noone will call you back after leaving messages
from salesperson, finance personal even the general manager. Very unsatified with the
dealership and would not recommend this dealership for anyone. We have traded with the Ford
dealership over 40 years, this will be our last. Did you find this review helpful? Reviewed by M.
Lyons in Reading,Pa October 02, I had a issue another dealership good not fix and mountaineer
ford fixed the issue and saved me quite a bit of money. I recommend Mountaineer Ford to
anyone. Mountaineer Automotive Print Page. Mountaineer Automotive Reviews Overall Rating 4.
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thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
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